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Problems with a Paper Annotated 
Bibliography

❑ The 1st version completed in 2017 & 2nd version completed in 2018. 
❑ Archived copy in UNT Scholarly Works Repository.
❑ Needed a collaborative platform for project continuation. 
❑ Consulted Pamela Andrews, former UNT Digital Repository Librarian. 

https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1181169/?q=henson 



Considerations of Transiting from Paper to 
Digital Platform

❑ Pamela suggested using Jekyll and GitHub.
❑ Using Jekyll and GitHub required both of us to learn new skills. 

❑ Markdown
❑ HTML Coding

❑ Not requiring future collaborators to learn something terribly new.
❑ Tools DH people are familiar with, but aren’t too alien to others.



Learning Markdown

❑ Headings:
❑ # H1
❑ ## H2
❑ ### H3

❑ Bold: **bold text**
❑ Italic: *italicized text*
❑ Horizontal Rule: ---
❑ Link:[title](https://www.example.com)
❑ New Paragraph: double enter
❑ Blockquote: > blockquote



Sample Markdown Entry

1. ---
2. layout: page
3. title: Types of Pedagogy
4. tagline: pedagogy4liaisonsperma
5. link: /types.html
6. ---
7.
8. # Types of Pedagogy
9.
10. In this section, you will find individual chapters and essays that have been generally categorized by pedagogy, theory, and theme. The sections 

includes the following topics:  
11.
12.
13.## Composition and Rhetoric
14. **Fister, Barbara. 1992. “Common Ground: The Composition/Bibliographic Instruction Connection.” In *Academic Libraries: Achieving Excellence 

in Higher Education: proceedings of the Sixth National Conference of the Association of College and Research Librarians*, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
April, 154-58.**  

15. ISBN: 0838976220 [Link to UNT Record](https://iii.library.unt.edu/record=b2365251~S12). 
16.
17.<p style="text-indent: 40px">Fister reflects on the common themes found in composition and library studies. Using citation analysis, she notes the 

lack of communication between the two fields who both aim to “improve[e] student research” and draws out her argument that they need to 
communicate with each other. She examines concerns within composition pedagogies and links them to those in library studies. She them 
suggests ways for librarians to engage with the discourses in composition to network with its practioners. </p> 



Creating the Site with Jekyll &GitHub

❑ Organized using a folder directory
❑ Option for a single file like

❑ Bibliography.md
❑ Or build it as a blog with posts featuring the An. Bib. entries. 

❑ Bibliography/
❑ 2019-08-29-post-one.md
❑ 2019-08-30-post-two.md
❑ 2019-08-31-post-three.md
❑ 2019-09-01-post-four.md



Progress Error: Wanting Sub-Subheadings 
Causes Complications

Our Options:
❑ One long bibliography, an exact representation of the original 

word document
❑ Separate webpages to contain each topic section—what we 

settled for. 
❑ Separate blog-style webpages for each subsection with a home 

blog page containing all entries—what we wanted, but didn’t 
have time for. 



Back Tracking

❑ Creation of separate webpages that host a single file containing all 
annotations under that topic.

❑ Pro: Allows us to have separate, specific pages for the literature that 
met a learning objective for the librarians learning the pedagogy.

❑ Con: Long pages that contain all the literature within the learning 
objective.



Tutorials Used

❑ https://programminghistorian.org/en/lessons/building-static-sites-
with-jekyll-github-pages

❑ https://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
❑ https://www.markdownguide.org/cheat-sheet/
❑ https://www.markdownguide.org/getting-started/
❑ https://guides.github.com/features/mastering-markdown/
❑ https://github.com/adam-p/markdown-here/wiki/Markdown-

Cheatsheet



Invitation to Contribute

We would love for you to contribute! There are three ways you can do 
so through GitHub.
❑ Contribute your own annotation! 
❑ Recommend resources! 
❑ Leave feedback! 

https://behenson.github.io/pedagogy4liaisons/



Thank You

Brea Henson
❑ Outreach and Instruction Librarian

❑ Willis Library, University of North Texas, 
Denton 

❑ brea.Henson@unt.edu

Pamela Andrews
❑ Public Services Librarian

❑ Tahita Fulkerson Library, Tarrant County 
College, TR Campus

❑ pamela.andrews@tccd.edu

https://behenson.github.io/pedagogy4liaisons/


